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FACELIFT 
LIQUID

The most advanced anti aging serum with 
peptides for skin health.

Proprietary formulation of peptides for skin 
health and collagen production.

Enduring beauty for everyone.
Imagine a world without toxins.
Only natural beauty.

Peptides also repair damaged skin and bring 

anti-inflammatory properties to make skin

smoother and more evenly-complected.

Our products are peptide-infused to 

supplement the body’s diminished peptide 

production.

The world’s best anti aging cream.

Radiant Skin
At Any Age.

Wedsite: regenlabs.com

Address:
9201 W. Sunset Blvd
Suite 414
Los Angeles, CA 90069

®



Key Ingredients: 
Regen Labs Liquid FaceLift has a combination of 

ingredients designed to give you radiant skin at any age. 

The key ingredients within Regen Labs Liquid FaceLift 

include Acetyl Hexapeptide 8, GHK-CU, 
Pentapeptide 18, and BPC-157. 

Acetyl Hexapeptide 8 is a synthetic peptide with 

water-binding properties. What makes it unique is that 

studies have shown it has similar properties to 

botulinum toxin such that it targets wrinkles in the 

forehead and around the eyes. Studies have also 

shown it is superior to oil-rich products because it is 

better able to lock in moisture which fills wrinkles with 

more moisturized and plumper tissues. 

Pentapeptide 18 is also a special peptide that relax 

muscles to reduce fine lines and wrinkles in the skin.

In controlled studies, topical peptides such as 

Pentapeptide 18 have been proven to be effective in 

anti-aging capabilities. Pentapeptide works with Acetyl 

hexapeptide 8 by enhancing each other's moisturizing 

abilities leaving you with healthy, radiant skin. 

In addition to the key ingredients, Regen Labs 

Liquid Face Lift also contains two more 

powerful ingredients: Hyaluronic Acid and 
Niacinamide.
 
Hyaluronic Acid naturally occurring 

polysaccharide that helps preserve youthful skin. 

It draws moisture from the air and can hold one 

thousand times its weight in water. In clinical 

studies, Hyaluronic Acid has been proven to be an 

effective component in cosmetic products. It helps 

regulate multiple biological processes including 

wound healing and skin rejuvenation. It also 

improves skin’s hydration levels which leads to 

restoring volume and reducing wrinkle scars.  

Plus, when inflammatory cells are activated, your 

enhanced immune system is better able to 

respond to injury of fibroblasts and epithelial cells.

Niacinamide is a water-soluble form of Vitamin 

B3 that is easily absorbed into the skin. 

Niacinamide builds proteins into the skin and seals 

in the skin moisture. Data analysis shows that 

Niacinamide reduces fine lines and wrinkles, 

hyperpigmentation, and improves skin elasticity. 

This leads to lower inflammation, tighter pores, 

and fuller facial tissue.

Aging Is Optional

– Increases skin elasticity and moisture

– Reduces fine lines and wrinkles

– Activates genes at a cellular level

– Catalyzes photoprotection abilities

Regen Labs Liquid FaceLift
has a combination of ingredients designed
to give you radiant skin at any age.

GHK-CU works as a communication vehicle among 

genes. In placebo-controlled studies, GHK-CU has 

demonstrated that it can improve skin elasticity, skin 

density, and skin clarity. It can also help reduce fine 

lines and wrinkles, photodamage from the sun, 

hyperpigmentation, and increase keratinocyte 

proliferation which is essential to the healing process 

of any damaged skin tissue. 

BPC-157 heals the skin in the same way it builds 

healthy muscle tissue. It does this by producing an 

angiogenic effect which creates new blood vessels 

and increases blood flow to injured parts of the skin. 

As a result, studies show that BPC-157 plays a strong 

role in helping to accelerate epidermal healing. 


